User Group Requirements
2020/2021

This fall, the realities of COVID-19 make it crucial for
everybody in the sports community to work together
to ensure that indoor sports can continue. As The
Dome welcomes User Groups back inside, we are
requiring a number of operational safeguards to be
upheld, based on mitigation best practices provided
by health experts.
Our goal is to help everybody stay safe and preserve
our facility’s ability to remain open and serve our
community. We appreciate your assistance in
maintaining a high standard of COVID safety.

User Group Requirements
1. Every User Group must develop and execute a
Mitigation Plan that adheres to the latest
standards published by both the State of Alaska
(https://covid19.alaska.gov/health-mandates/)
and the Municipality of Anchorage (https://covidresponse-moa-muniorg.hub.arcgis.com/pages/
emergency-orders).
Mitigation Plans will also include the
requirements detailed below.
2. Groups must submit their Mitigation Plan and
receive Dome approval at least two weeks prior
to first scheduled rental time.
3. User Group’s Mitigation Plan must include a plan
for taking daily attendance and keeping logs
organized and available 24/7. Within minutes of
receiving a request from The Dome or from

public health oﬃcials, User Group must be able
to provide an electronic version of the complete
attendance log for any specified day or days. The
log must include the name and contact
information of every person associated with the
rental group who was inside The Dome on that
day, and must not include names of
people not in attendance. A whole-organization
or whole-team contact list is insuﬃcient.
User Group will require all individuals to exclude
themselves from The Dome if they are
experiencing any COVID-19 symptoms, have
been exposed to a suspected or confirmed case
of COVID-19, or have traveled outside Alaska
within the past 14 days.
Parents and other spectators who are not
included in User Group’s attendance log must
undergo The Dome’s standard entry screening
and contact logging procedure.
4. All members of a user group must wear masks
while in the facility, including entering and
exiting, traveling to the activity location, and
visiting the bathroom or water bottle filler. Masks
may only be removed while actively exercising.
Generally, coaching is not considered actively
exercising unless a coach is participating in a
game/scrimmage. Coaches must not remove
masks to speak or shout. Mouth-blown whistles
may not be used; electronic whistles or similar
devices are required. The Dome has handheld
electronic whistles available for use.

5. Currently in Anchorage, group size may not
exceed 30 individuals, including participants and
coaches. User Group’s Mitigation Plan and
operations will work within this limit.
Additionally, the requirements for social
distancing dictate these facility occupancy limits:
• Each end zone can hold a maximum of 25
people;
• Each 1/3 field can hold a maximum of 60
people (with no single group larger than 30);
• The track can hold a maximum of 100
people (with no single group larger than 30);
• The spectator area can hold a maximum of
70 people (with no single group larger than
30);
• The south gym can hold a maximum of 8
people;
• The north gym can hold a maximum of 5
people.
6. User Group’s Mitigation Plan will identify how
diﬀerent sub-groups within the User Group will
safely transition between areas during User
Group’s rented time. For example, two separate
teams within the same program should not share
space while moving on or oﬀ a field.
7. User Groups utilizing the track will ensure their
members maintain a minimum of 10 feet
distance between individuals while actively
exercising. Track users must keep at least 10 feet
apart in all directions while passing. Distancing is

a safety requirement, and outweighs other
considerations such as pacing and competition.
8. Group instruction (including huddles,
weightlifting, stretching, and floor exercises) must
maintain physical distancing. Masks must be
worn unless actively exercising.
9. Because face coverings must be worn at all times
except when actively exercising, user groups will
strongly encourage participants to have their
mask immediately available.
10. If User Group is notified that a participant or a
household member of a participant has a
confirmed case of COVID-19, The Dome
management team will be notified immediately.
11. The Dome has modified its traﬃc pattern to
minimize potential points of contact between
diﬀerent groups. To access the turf, users will
ascend the stairs closest to the main entrance,
cross the landing, and descend the stairs onto the
turf. To exit the turf, users will ascend the stairs
from the turf, cross the landing, and descend the
stairs closest to the spectator area. These paths
will be marked with signs and stanchions. User
Group leaders are responsible for ensuring their
group adheres to proper traﬃc flow.
12. Turf User Groups must vacate their space on the
turf 10 minutes prior to the end of their
scheduled time. Not adhering to this strict policy
will result in departure time being advanced

further (10 minutes, 20 minutes, as necessary) or
the forfeiture of time.
13. Turf User Groups may not access their rented
space until the previous group has fully vacated
the space. The purpose of this rule is to avoid
contacting or sharing space with other User
Groups. Leaders are expected to adhere to the
spirit of this safety rule - if a previous group has
not yet vacated the rented space, even if that
group is in the wrong, User Group must delay
their entry until the previous group has exited.

